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Introduction 

 

Every year hundreds of students enter the Northern Beaches Young Writers’ Competition (formerly 

Warringah), and every year the library staff and guest judges are amazed and impressed by the 

talent and creativity represented in the submitted stories.  2016 is the Northern Beaches Young 

Writers’ Competition seventh year and this is the second eBook of finalists’ entries; the first being 

the ‘Treehouse’ themed competition eBook published in 2015. 

For the first time in 2016 the competition was open to students from Kindergarten right up to and 

including those in Year 12.  This year’s theme word of ‘doorway’ saw over 400 entries received by 

the deadline in July.   

No two stories were alike.  There were doorways to secret passages, rainbows, freedom, monsters, 

success and other worlds.  There were doorway dramas and rescues, doorways through light, dark 

and time.  There were incredible, mysterious, spooky, weird, magical, secret, hidden and even 

Egyptian doorways. 

Northern Beaches Council Library would like to thank each and every one of the young writers who 

entered the competition.  The Library team is also grateful to the teachers and librarians across the 

peninsula who encouraged and supported students to write their stories. 

A keen group of Library staff read all of the entries and selected the stories in each category to be 

shortlisted.  The precious shortlisted stories were then sent to our judges.  The Library wishes to 

thank the following talented and generous professional writers who made the difficult decisions to 

select the award winners:  Wendy Fitzgerald, Wendy Blaxland, Tonya Alexandra, Toni Brisland, Jane 

Burke and Patrick Loughlin. 

The wonderful, award winning stories from the competition are compiled in this eBook.  We hope 

you enjoy them. 

 

Northern Beaches Council Library 

2016 

  



 

 

 

 

Category 1:  Kindergarten – Year 2 

 

Drawing by Annabelle Hawkins in Year 2, from her story of the same name 



Minecraft 
by Owen Gleeson 

Year 1 

 

One day in Spring, Tom, a boy who loved videogames, went to Game World where they had every 
video game in the world.  He went with his whole family.  Tom’s mum and dad are crazy.  They buy 
him whatever he wants and today they were going to buy him a cool new game called Pokémon Go.  
But when Tom got to Game World he wanted to play lots of games.  He saw a doorway with a sign in 
big red writing saying ‘DO NOT ENTER’.  His parents were busy drinking coffee so he sneaked 
through the forbidden doorway.  Inside a small room he saw an old computer covered in cobwebs.  
There were electric wires hanging out.  “WOW!” he said. 

His mum and dad came running through the door and shouted, “Don’t touch the wires!”  But it was 
too late.  Tom had already touched them.  The wires moved and wobbled and then there was an 
explosion!  Tom was sucked into the computer through the wires.  The family saw it happen.  They 
could not believe what just happened there.  He ended up inside a world made out of blocks.  Tom 
had never played a block game before. He had no weapon.  Then Tom heard a sound.  There were 
Zombies coming after him.  He ran for his life. 

Up ahead he saw a block boy who was building a house.  Tom ran inside the house with the block 
boy to hide from the Zombies. 

“Oh sorry to interrupt,” said Tom. 

“You are a real person, not a character!” said the block boy.  “My name is Alex, the best player in the 
world.” 

“What game are we in?” asked Tom. 

“Minecraft!  We are in Minecraft.  I will show you my world and the things you can do,” said Alex. 

“How will we escape from the Zombies?” asked Tom. 

“Well it’s not just Zombies.  There are Creepers.  There are Spiders.  There are Skeletons.  They can 
all kill you.  And that’s not all the monsters.  There are a couple more.” 

“Now I’m really scared” said Tom. 

Alex said to follow him and they escaped out through a window.  They ran to the Village and made 
Diamond Swords.  Tom was scared but Alex told him not to worry, that their swords would protect 
them.  They attacked the Zombies and got rid of them.  Tom was angry with the Zombies and was 
happy to have beaten them. 

“That was fun” said Tom.  “But you are not my family and my dad won’t allow me to stay in a 
computer game all day. He is always saying ‘Get off the Ipad’!” 

“OK,” said Alex, “next time we will fight the White Warrior.” 

“Goodbye,” said Tom and he teleported back home through the wires.  When he got back his dad 
said “Get off the Ipad!”  But do you think that is the last time Tom will get to see Alex?  The White 
Warrior is waiting. 

  



The confust bride! 
by Annabelle Hawkins 

Year 2 

Chapta wun 

One day a Bride called Bethany was going to get married to usanbolt. 

But ended up marring mowcom ternbel. 

She was very confused.  She wonded if someone had stolen her husband and replast him with the 
Pryminester. 

So she ran from the weding all the way home … Put on her runers and ran straight to the Polease 
stashon. 

Chapta wun and a bit 

The offeser said that since the year 1814 thave been waching tv eating donuts and drinking 
lemonade. 

Bethany said “I think you should go to Balay class and get fit like me lichroley”. 

So the big fat poleais men ternd the TV off – put on tutus – hopped into their polise cars and drove 
off to balay class. 

Chapta too 

Then Bethany said, “I am not interested in balay.  Now I can be snekey and go around the polies 
stashon and no one can stop me”. 

She finely found her husband in gail with anuther girl.  The Polise have gust got back from balay 
class. 

She told the polies she would be gone at 12am … 

Next chapta 

… and now its 4pm.  If the polies see Bethany thel lock her up in gail for shore!!! 

Oh this is going to be the worst weding day of her life well to be honest the onley weding day of her 
life but it may not even be a weding and the carnt have a weding in gale can you and espesh if your 
husband doesn’t cere about you eney more. 

Epilogg 

Betheney wisped to herself “I am dedd sunk!  I’ve got to hide and fast!  The polise men are already 
come-ing.” 

Usanbolt seemed to be likeing it in gail.  She ran out the door so fast that the Polise dident see her.  
She ran all the way home. 

It was the 11th of July.  That was Bethaneys birthday.  She had pland a party, sent out invertashens 
and had totely forgot about it.  Her room is allwase a mess …  

(to be continued) 

Promoshun 

This book you are reading contains confushen and a mistoie so come on an addvenche with 
Betheney the Bride. 

  



The magic aquarium 
by Noah Turner 

Year 2 

 

One day, I was going to the aquarium all by myself.  It was a nice, sunny day.  As soon as I arrived, I 
stepped through the doorway.  But to my surprise, instead of the aquarium, I found myself on a tiny 
raft, in the middle of the sea!  There was no land in sight, and behind me the doorway had 
disappeared.  I started to get a bit nervous because I didn’t know how to get back.  Fortunately, I 
saw a little, furry ball floating up ahead … 

As I sailed closer, I noticed the furry ball was an otter!  I gently picked it up and put it on my raft. “I 
will call you Otter” I said.  It was nearly night time, so I made a bed out of Otter’s sticks.  “It is going 
to be a long night” I thought. 

In the morning I found myself on an icy, frozen shore and the raft was rocking because of the 
howling wind.  The hail hitting my face felt like 100 bee stings!  The sea was full of icebergs as big as 
houses!  “I think I’m in Antarctica” I said!  Just then I saw Otter sitting on a treasure chest!  I slid over 
the treasure chest, (thankfully, it was not locked) and I opened it and saw a map and some treasure. 

I opened the map and saw it led to a doorway which would lead me home.  Once I gathered up Otter 
and stuffed as much treasure as I could in all my pockets, I started to follow the map.  I thought it 
would take me about 3 hours to get to the doorway on the summit of the mountain. 

It was hard going because the wind was so strong it slowed our progress. I thought “maybe this will 
take longer than 3 hours”. 

After an hour I started feeling hungry and depressed because I was worried I would not make it and 
never see my home again.  But I just kept climbing.  Otter was so light; the wind blew him up the 
mountain for me so I didn’t need to carry him which meant I started climbing fasterl. 

I was relieved to reach the top at last, and saw Otter flying through the doorway ahead of me. 

I followed him through the doorway, the wind slammed it shut behind me and I found myself in my 
cosy bed with Otter. 

“I’m not sure I want to go back to the aquarium again” I said to Otter.  “Perhaps we’ll try the zoo 
next time”. 

  



The kitten mystery 
by Aurelia Bedford 

Year 1 

 

It was a frosty freezing winter morning.  We had just arrived at our brand new house.  It looked a bit 
scary at first, but I soon got used to it.  I didn’t know what it would look like inside.  I peeked through 
the doorway.  The house was gigantic.  It was full of sunlight and cardboard boxes.  I wondered 
which ones had my toys in them. 

“LET’S EXPLORE!!” said my brother.  First we ran out to the backyard.  There was a huge climbing 
tree and a rainbow-coloured cubby house.  We opened the door to look inside and we saw an 
orange tail sneak out the window.  “It’s chilly out here.  I better go inside so don’t turn into an ice 
statue!” I said. 

I went back inside the house and started to look for a mirror so I could see if I had purple lips.  I 
finally found the bathroom and then I saw I DID have purple lips!  Then I heard a noise.  I didn’t know 
where it was coming from.  I listened very carefully.  It sounded like it was coming from the kitchen.  
I raced over to the kitchen.  I looked in the cupboards and the fridge, but there was nothing there.  I 
looked in the dishwasher but I still didn’t know what it was. 

Then I heard a different noise.  It sounded like a meow, meow sound.  I started to look in all the 
other rooms.  I still didn’t know where that sound was coming from.  Then I heard it again.  It was 
definitely a meow, meow sound.  I checked behind the laundry door.  There were lots of boxes in 
there.  Then I started to look in all of the boxes.  There were bowls, cutlery, pegs, chopping boards, a 
toaster, pots and pans.  There was a CRASH!  And it came from the kitchen. 

I crept through the kitchen doorway.  I saw that a box had been knocked over and now there was 
food all over the floor.  “This must be a clue!” I said to myself.  I started to clean up the mess and 
then I saw that orange tail again.  It ran out into the hallway.  I ran after it.  “It must have been a 
cat!” I thought.  I was a good runner, but then my legs got sore.  “Ooh no!” I said.  “I will never catch 
up to that cat!” 

I sat down on the steps which led upstairs.  Then I heard a different noise from somewhere upstairs.  
I crept up the stairs very quietly and saw that tail disappear into a bedroom.  I peeked around the 
corner and I found three fluffy cute kittens and that tail had a body.  “IT’S A CAT!” I cried.  “She was 
just trying to make sure her kittens were safe and warm” I thought.  I saw my boxes of toys.  “THIS 
MUST BE MY ROOM!” I said.  I knew that the kittens would be safe here.  I hope my Mummy lets me 
keep them! 

  



My new life 
by Jared Tedesco 

Year 2 

 

I was born in a hospital in the Philippines.  My name is Jared Cruz. 

When I was 1 year old I went to live in Redeemers house.  My early memories of living in Redeemers 
house:  I remember eating from a red plastic car plate when I was 1 year old.  I also remember 
playing with my toy cars, but they were all broken because we didn’t have much money to buy new 
toys. 

I also remember having a party at our house and I loved the food.  It was spaghetti and fried chicken.  
I also remember across the road my friend used to buy me bubble gum.  My friend’s name was 
Jonathan.  He also went to MFH with me and other friends Patrick, Rica, Nicca and Nicole. 

We slept on the floor with mats and I shared my room.  It was a small room and we shared with six 
boys.  It was the boys’ room.  There were three girls but they were the same age as me.  The boys 
ages were mixed, some bigger and some medium age.  At night time there was a parent holding a 
baby.  We took care of it and fed it and then it was gone. 

I remember watching television – basketball and a movie about a man that turned into a fairy.  One 
late afternoon when the sun was setting and the sky was dark, I watched a movie that was very 
scary.  It was a girl that was faking to be sick, then she got better and she turned into a zombie 
vampire.  I watched this movie with some of the boys and some house parents. 

There were two female house parents and a dog.  I remember that the dog died and there was a 
man who dug a hole and laid the dog under the ground.  Then good news, there was a new dog!  It 
was a baby dog.  White and brown.  I forget its name and we fed it, fed it and fed it until it was very 
big.   

One night when I was sleeping a cockroach ran across my body and I just flicked it.  I was scared that 
it was going to eat my face, but it was gone.   

I remember going to church, we used an old car and I remember eating a snack and lollies at church.  
Sometimes volunteers came to take us out on a ferris wheel.  All the children came.  I remember we 
had a little playground with swings.  Sometimes we would get in trouble and we would get hit with a 
belt on our bottoms very hard.  We knew them, they were visitors.  It was a man, the same man.  We 
remember. 

One day visitors I didn’t know came and were talking to the parents and they cried.  We didn’t say 
goodbye.  We had to go and left in the afternoon with most of the children.  Rica, Nicola, Nicca, 
Patrick, Jonathan, Mark, Jacob and I and an older boy.  We travelled a long journey and arrived at 
MFH at night time.  The trip took hours, hours, hours and hours.  It was dark.  We saw a light there 
and when I looked there were parents and children.  They were having dinner.  The food was 
yummy, but there was carrot and I don’t like carrots. 

At my father’s house we slept in different rooms with different children.  MFH is big because there’s 
a lot of children and we shared the swimming pool.  We had a dog and she was afraid of fireworks.  
She barked and she hid under the bed.  Nice people came from the USA to take us camping which 
was lots of fun.   

One day there was good news.  Jossell told me that my wish came true, that my new mummy and 
daddy were going to pick me up the next day.  When I met them I was excited about my new family 
and doorway to my new life.  I went to the airport and we flew to Australia and I fell in love with my 
new home. 



In my new life I have achieved many cool things like learning how to swim, ride a bike, a yellow belt 
in karate and play competition basketball.  I have many new friends, but the very, very and very 
bestest is to have my new family who I love very much and I know they love me. 

Now I have gone through the doorway to my new life I am not scared anymore and live happily ever 
after with my forever family. 

  



 

 

 

 

Category 2:  Years 3-4 

 

Drawing by Samantha Winter, Year 4, from her story Shadow in the doorway 

 

  



Shadow in the doorway 
by Samantha Winter 

Year 4 

 

Alone.  I felt alone, lost and abandoned.  The owls were a nuisance as I tried to be brave.  
Unfortunately the vibrant moon was covered by the menacing clouds.  The clouds were my bullies.  
The clouds were self-centred, greedy and ungrateful.  They always tried to make my life hell. 

BANG!  BANG!  BANG!  Thunder and raging, silver lightning bolts burst into the sky.  I was desperate 
to get out of the overwhelming outdoors.  CLICK!  I had an idea.  A brilliant idea.  Carefully, I would 
sneak into Ellen’s house so she could turn the light on and play with me! 

As the vivid light from the lampshade glowed in the doorway, I came to life.  Light was my power 
source.  Without it I would disappear. 

It was nearly impossible to get into Ellen’s bedroom, with Jasper the cat prowling around.  Quickly, I 
ran towards the hallway and up the mahogany stairs.  I tiptoed behind a fragile glass cabinet and 
lingered there until I knew that the coast was clear.  I glimpsed at Jasper, who looked puzzled, and 
remained hidden.  Unfortunately, Jasper was creeping towards me.  I took a very deep breath before 
making my final sprint to Ellen’s bedroom.  Shockingly, Jasper charged at me and bit my hair.  I 
grabbed him viciously and flung him off.  Although I was sprinting ahead, Jasper was picking up 
speed.  He was chasing me into Ellen’s bedroom. 

Gasping for air I barged into Ellen’s room and shut the door a split second after Jasper also snuck in. 

“MEOWWW!” 

Ellen woke up in a startle.  “Jasper, be quiet!  I’m trying to sleep,” demanded Ellen.  Jasper continued 
to talk his cat language forcing Ellen to turn on her lamp to see what Jasper was whining about.  At 
first Ellen was confused, but then she saw me.  Ellen’s face turned as pale as baby’s skin, as she 
contemplated my existence.  By Ellen’s stunned look, I knew I had to quickly introduce myself.  “Hi, 
I’m Luna, an abandoned shadow.  I have been so lonely since I lost my owner.  Do you want to play 
with me?” I pleaded. 

Astonishingly, it had never occurred to me that Ellen already had a shadow.  Never in my life had I 
been so happy.  Ellen and her shadow, Ellie, showered me with fun activities.  We had a marathon 
pillow fight and stuffed our bellies with ice cream and chocolate pudding.  Finally , we made an 
extraordinary cubby house with sheets and blankets.  What an unforgettable night.  I begged Ellen 
“can we do this every night?”. 

“Unfortunately I need my sleep, but I’m happy to leave my light on for you and Ellie each night,” 
replied the very tired Ellen. 

As the glorious sun rose in the morning, I rested in the doorway and recalled my magical night.  No 
matter how hard I tried, I couldn’t remove the smile on my face.  I giggled quietly but happily.  I was 
no longer alone. 

 

  



The blue orb 
by Tanishkaa Ramesh 

Year 3 

 

“Ok! Try now!” whispered a pair of blue wings excitedly into Viola’s left ear. 

For the thirteenth time Viola tried to step inside her bedroom.  She still could not enter her room!  
Nothing had changed!  “Aaaaaaarrrrrrrgggggghhhhh!” came the frustrated scream from her throat. 

This had all begun when Viola caught hold of her beagle carrying a shimmering ink blue flash in his 
jaws.  The blue flash seemed to wriggle beneath his nose.  It was alive!  Viola thought it was a blue 
Ulysses butterfly with eight slender, glasslike wings.  Even while Viola was looking, a small blue orb 
darted from its miniscule silver rod and exploded near the doorway leading to her room. Phantom, 
her gentle puppy, dropped the blue moving thing on the ground and jetted out into the backyard in 
fright. 

As Viola knelt down closer for an inspection, the blue flash shrieked. 

“Stop! Stop! Don’t eat me and do keep that beast away from me.” 

Viola’s eyes popped as she stared in wonder at the blue pix … pixx … pixie! 

“Are you a pixie?” asked Viola in amazement. 

“My name is Trixie Belle and I am a blue Pixie” replied Trixie.  “I was playing with the Sami the fish 
that was on your bed when your beast thought I was his food and decided to eat me!” 

“He is not a beast – he is my pup!  He must have been curious to see what or who was snooping 
around and playing with my beanie boos while I was not at home” defended Viola, her words laces 
with gentle annoyance. 

“Well!  The blue orb sure distracted him” yawned Trixie, clearly exhausted by her adventures.  “It 
must be time for bed already!  I should be going.” 

Viola looked through the window and was surprised to see that the moon was really up in the sky.  
She decided to leave Phantom in his kennel and go straight to bed.  However, she could not get past 
the doorway into her room.  The doorway mysteriously expelled her.  

“Trixie! TRIXIE!” called out Viola.  The blue fairy was nowhere to be seen.  Viola ran into the 
backyard and tried to open the bedroom window from the outside without success. 

“That might not work!” said a tiny voice behind her.  “I think my blue orb backfired and stunned your 
doorway.” 

“So … so … UNDO THE SPELL!” Viola bellowed, making her way back into the house. 

Trixie followed her meekly and tried to undo her spell, however it was very powerful.  Viola soon 
grew tired and slumped against the wall next to the doorway and stared at the ceiling.  She heard a 
gentle snore and thought Trixie had fallen asleep.  But Trixie was wide awake fluttering around the 
room thoughtfully. 

Viola suddenly jumped up and yelled “Trixie!  Your spell put the doorway to sleep!  We just need to 
wake it up.”  Trixie hurriedly conjured a glass of cold water and Viola splashed the doorway with it. 

The snoring stopped and Viola ran into her room joyfully. 

  



Trapped 
by Lillian Hamilton 

Year 3 

 

Scarlet raced out of the classroom, just as the bell rang echoing in the deserted corridors. 

“Scarlet don’t - !” began her teacher, before deciding it wasn’t worth the energy. 

Papers flew around as the usual stampede of year ones came thundering from their classrooms 
through the hall.  But Scarlet could only think of one thing … the library. 

She finally reached the library after encountering the school principal, who gave her a long and 
extremely boring lecture on the consequences of running in the halls.  She looked right, then left 
before dashing into the library and pushing the oak doors open, plonking her book bag on a seat.  
She scrambled up to the desk and called “Miss Henry I need you!”. 

“Coming Scarlet” answered a soft, sweet voice. 

“I have an assignment due tomorrow” Scarlet said, not waiting for the usual how can I help you.   

“On?” 

“History in the nineteenth century please Miss Henry” Scarlet replied. 

“73.60.L, last on the right.  I’ve had quite a lot of students come to me asking the same question” 
Miss Henry replied in a voice that clearly stated I think you should have been doing this last week. 

Scarlet wandered down the right lane until she found 73.  She ran her finger across the books to 60 
and found the last one.  Suddenly, she felt her pocket vibrate.  She grabbed her phone.  “Oh no!” 
Scarlet thought, seizing the book, her book bag and rushing to the front desk.  She pulled out her 
library card and handed it to a different part time librarian.  Miss Prince scanned the book and 
Scarlet ran through the blur of books to the library door and wrenched it open. 

Headlights glared out at Scarlet as she grabbed the car door and pulled, jumping in and slamming 
the door. 

“Sorry mum.  I really got side tracked and Mrs Bets told me off and –“ 

“It’s ok Scarlet, I know you get side tracked” interrupted her moth.  “As for Mrs Bets, you ran in the 
corridors again, am I right?” 

“Yep” replied Scarlet gloomily. 

That night in bed when Scarlet opened her book bag she felt a pang of horror, as only then she 
realised in her rush she had taken the wrong book.  This book was very old, dusty and red – she 
discovered when she blew the dust off.  “Oh well, at least I have something to read” she said to 
herself as she pulled open the heavy cover and flicked through the pages. 

Page 223 caught her eye.  Where the title of the chapter should be, a beautiful illustration of a door 
sat, slightly ajar.  The doorway was filled with sparkling gold light.  She reached out, thinking how 
silly this was, and rapped twice on the picture of the door.  A high pitched creaking noise erupted as 
the golden light swallowed her whole. 

As Scarlet disappeared into the depths of the book, a single golden word appeared on the once 
blank cover that read Trapped. 

 

  



Dad and the doorknob 
by Tom Woods 

Year 4 

 

Crash! 

The wardrobe door crashed shut and the doorknob broke off and remained in Joe’s hand. 

“Dad” called Joe, “the doorknob broke off my wardrobe”. 

Dad stormed into the room.  “How do you manage to break EVERYTHING that you touch?” he 
shouted at Joe. “Forget it, I’m going to Bunnings, I’ll be back in 20 minutes.”  Dad stormed out of the 
house and drove down the driveway in his battered Ford Fiesta. 

Half an hour later, dad still wasn’t home and Joe was starting to get bored.  He took his iPad out and 
started to play on it, but still he waited.  He opened the pantry and gobbled down a couple of 
chocolate chip cookies for a snack and continued to wait.  Four hours later dad finally arrived home 
and by that time Joe was starting to wonder where in the world he’d gone.  Joe asked his dad where 
had been for four hours, and the answer that Joe had expected to hear was nothing compared to 
what his dad told him. 

“Well” began dad.  “I got to Bunnings and found a perfect doorknob, but when I opened the test 
door to see that it worked, I caught a glimpse of something strange behind the door, and no Joe, it 
wasn’t the plumbing department coming alive!  I peeked further behind the door and to my surprise 
I saw murky tunnel of water.  I climbed into the doorway of water and was instantly sucked away. 

When my vision cleared, I was under the ocean.  I could see light above me, so I swam frantically up 
to it and emerged into a massive cavern inside a mountain.  Scientists were running around, flicking 
switches on a huge machine with a giant red button on it.  One of the scientists walked up to me and 
told me that I should definitely never, ever, ever press the giant red button because it was extremely 
dangerous. 

My curiosity got the better of me and I asked the scientist who he was and where we were.  “We are 
in Ancient Rome in the 1st Century” said the scientist.  “I am a scientist from the future.  I came here 
with my friends from the 39th Century to study the truth about Ancient Rome.  This mountain is our 
hidden base from where we can observe the Ancient Roman civilisation.  The pool that you came 
here through is a portal that has accidentally opened.” 

I was shocked, I had travelled back in time nearly 2000 years!  It wasn’t my fault that I tripped over 
backwards, but I did, and I crash landed on that big red button!  Sirens started wailing, the whole 
mountain started shaking, the walls started crumbling and the scientists started screaming very 
loudly.  “Emergency evacuation, he’s pushed the self-destruct button, we’re all going to die!” 

I ran back towards the water, but before I jumped in, I asked “what mountain is this?”  The scientist 
called back “We call it Vesuvius!” 

Then I dived into the pool, and swam frantically back through the doorway and now here I am!” said 
dad proudly, holding my new doorknob in his hand. 

Joe started at his father.  “Dad” he said in a hesitant voice. 

“Yes” answered dad. 

“How do you manage to break EVERYTHING that you touch?” 

  



 

 

 

 

Category 3:  Years 5-6 

 

Drawing by Melissa Lamarque in Year 6 

  



The lighthouse keeper 
by Charlotte Camburn 

Year 6 

 

The crumbling pebble path seemed endless.  The Old Man trudged along it, pausing frequently to 
breathe.  Scrap, his companion, stayed firmly at his side.  Gazing down the hill, he saw his little 
cottage, strangely out of place in the barren landscape.  Bare trees cast nondescript shadows in front 
of them as they lumbered towards their destination.  Finally, the Old Man placed a weathered hand 
on the rough sandstone bricks of the lighthouse for support.  He squinted as the sinking sun cut into 
his eyes.  Hunching his shoulders, he squeezed through the doorway and began his ascent up the 
spiralling staircase to the lantern room. 

Muscles aching, the Old Man collapsed onto a small wooden stool.  He could taste the salt riding the 
gale.  Slowly, he raised his eyes to meet the sea.  She was in a violent mood today, crashing down 
onto the rocks with a vengeance.  A lone fisherman sat on the rocks, a purple rod in one hand, a 
bucket in the other.  The lines on the Old Man’s face creased disapprovingly.  “Fool,” he muttered. 

With a creaking of knees, he rose.  The room was small, with only his stool to one side, a matted grey 
dog bed and the life-saving lantern in the middle.  He began to check the lantern, as he’d done every 
day for longer than he could remember.  Scrap came over and the Old Man scratched him under the 
chin. 

A bone-chilling scream pierced the air.  The Old Man rushed onto the parapet.  He gripped the 
rusted handrail, his knuckles whitening, as his eyes frantically searched in the direction of the 
scream.  The place where the fisherman had been was now deserted, only his toppled bucket 
remained. 

The Old Man limped down the stairs with Scrap close behind.  He burst into the fading light and 
followed the crumbling pebble path to the rocks below.  “Stay here boy” he warned as he lowered 
himself down the rock-face.  He could hear his heart bumping around in his ribcage, and feel his 
rattling breath.  The Old Man stared frantically at the water, but all he could see was a hat thrashing 
against the rocks.  Suddenly out of the inky black, the fisherman surfaced and before he could 
disappear again, the Old Man grabbed at his shirt. 

Salty water blinded the Old Man as he struggled with the fisherman’s weight.  A sudden surge of 
strength brought the man tumbling back onto the rocks.  “Thank you,” he sobbed.  The Old Man 
opened his mouth to scold him, but the fisherman screamed a second time “Look out!”. 

From the corner of his eye, the Old Man saw the wall of water hurtling towards him.  Her vengeance 
knocked him to his knees and dragged him into the cold. 

Darkness closed in over him, lungs tightening, hands clawing on nothing.  Faintly, he could hear 
Scrap howling – a sound of true pain and loss.  His vision grew fuzzy.  As the lantern flickered and his 
world blackened, the Old Man smiled. 

  



The eyes have it 
by Josh Davey 

Year 5 

 

When my sister was born, she had these huge, sparkling eyes.  She is now twenty and nothing has 
changed.  It seemed like they had magical powers.  And guess what?  They do.  I’ll tell you the story 
… 

I’ve always wanted to be a radiologist.  This story takes place when I was twelve years old.  One 
evening, my sister was doing her homework in the computer room.  I was in my room eating silently 
from a secret stash of biccies, even though I wasn’t meant to.  Then I heard this drawling voice from 
the computer room:  “Tom’s eating biscuits in his room”.  I whipped around.  Amy was not standing 
in the doorway, but sitting at the computer in the next room, with a wall between us! 

“Thomas!”  I heard my angry Mum from downstairs, “come down here.  And bring the biscuits with 
you”. 

I got a severe talking to and biscuits banned for a week, but that doesn’t really affect me; what really 
bugs me is, how did Amy see through that wall?  It doesn’t make sense.  I guess that she might have 
heard me crunching the biscuits. Yeah, I thought climbing into bed, that would make sense.  On that 
thought, I drifted slowly into a dreamless, untroubled sleep. 

Toothaches really hurt.  So, I might have been in pain, but the day that I visited the radiologist would 
open a doorway to an inspirational half-hour with someone who works my dream job.  Immediately 
upon walking through the door I forgot about my toothache.  All the x-ray machines were there and 
it looked even better than the pictures I had seen in books.  I sat down shakily on the chair.  

The radiologist greeted me.   

“Morning” I stuttered back. 

“I just need you to put these glasses on for me” he said. 

The x-ray machine lowered itself into position.  I noticed something strange.  Huge great eyes were 
stuck to the zapper.  Each of the pupils had a beam of light in them, that attached themselves 
together in the middle, ready to zap.  Something about those eyes looked familiar.  Then it came to 
me. 

“Amy!” I yelled.  “Your eyes … they are x-rays!” 

Amy looked worried and glanced at Mum.  Mum gave a sigh and a knowing nod.  Then Amy started 
to fess up. 

“I was born with a special gift,” she said.  “I can see through anything.  Anything!  That’s why my 
eyes are so big.  That’s how I knew about you eating those biscuits the other night.  I’ve kept this a 
secret from you for so long now.  I just thought you might think me a freak.” 

“That’s fine, Amy.”  I said.  “You’re amazing.  And useful.”  An idea was ticking over in the back of my 
mind.  “Very useful.” 

I am now twenty two years old.  I got my wish.  I am now a radiologist.  Anyone that comes into my 
practice says that I have an amazing assistant.  Very useful.  And I must admit, my sister’s eyes make 
a pretty good x-ray machine. 

  



Diary 
by Alicia King 

Year 6 

 

The day I decided to write my feelings on a page 

Today I have concluded that I am the “Three M’s’.  They are mistreated, misused and 
misunderstood.  Now you may think this sounds a bit stupid, but when you stand around all day, you 
get a lot of time to think.  By mistreated I mean that people use me with no respect what-so-ever.  I 
am also misused.  I am not being used to my full potential.  I am very unique and special.  Finally, 
misunderstood.  To me this is the key M.  People don’t understand how I feel.  I have no friends and 
no one to talk to.  You know, it really is quite sad. 

Please keep reading.  I am positive tomorrow will be way more interesting … (Hopefully.) 

The day I decided to officially start a diary 

Today is more interesting!  For you at least.  I totally forgot to introduce myself.  I got real carried 
away explaining my feelings.  I am Oak Doorway and this is my diary.  I am a door (a male door just 
to be clear).  This might make life a whole lot easier to understand now.  Since yesterday anyway.  I 
am the key door in the Janders Family household.  I am the front door.  There are lots of Pros and 
Cons to this position.  Again, today, I had a lot of time to think about life. 

 

Pros:  I am very important and special.  I get to lead all of the other household doors and … 

Cons:  I get pushed around, the kids kick me open, I always get dirty and hardly ever get 

cleaned, it gets cold at night and read my document ‘1,000 Things to Hate about Being a 

Front Door” if you want to hear more. 

 

Sorry that was a bit messy.  I wrote it quickly when no one was looking.  As you can see, I totally hate 
my job. 

The day it rained 

It poured down today.  My wood is wet and ruined and I’m sick because it was so cold.  My wood 
went from light brown to black!  No one opened me today because it is a weekend and too cold to 
go outside.  Because of this I didn’t get my usual exercise leading to the fact that I was even colder.  I 
also found out that I only have one day left serving the Janders Family!  Apparently I am old and 
rundown.  Mistreated much.  I am to be transferred to a charity store until someone buys me.  

My last entry (already) 

This is my final day at the Janders Family home.  I don’t really mind.  It’s time to move on.  I am going 
in five minutes.  I hope whoever is reading this enjoyed it.  I knew I should have started a diary ages 
ago.  Then I would have more entries for you to read.  Anyway, I can’t take my journal with me 
because I can’t carry it.  This writing really should be entered in a competition.  I mean really.  I have 
so much talent.  Please make sure it reaches a competition.  Going now. Regards, Oak. 

Signed:  Oak Doorway 

  



A doorway through time 
by Eliza Buxton 

Year 6 

 

The night grew silent as the air turned cold.  The pitch black sky shimmered with bright sky which lit 
up the street just enough for you to see everything around you.  Mia tied the dog leash tighter 
around her wrist; she had a feeling something bad was going to happen, something horrible.  “Time 
to go home Ruby,” Mia whispered to her small puppy, trying not to sound too loud.  Her shoes 
squeaked as she stepped on the wet road.  A flash of light pierced through the night.  Mia felt herself 
being shoved to the side.  BANG!  There was no more light.  There was no more Ruby.  Everything 
was silent. 

The door of the small house slammed open, but instantly hit an object her uncle had created.  Mia’s 
uncle lived in her old house, because he had no place to stay; Mia knew what Jorden did, but her 
mother had no clue of his inventions.  “Mia?” Jorden turned his head to Mia, whose face was no 
paler than ever.  “A car hit Ruby” she said softly.  Jorden’s face grew secretive, almost guilty.  “What 
is it?” Mia said, raising her voice.  “What if I told you I could save Ruby?” Jorden said turning his 
voice to a whisper.  Mia wondered about what he could have that could raise the dead, he was an 
inventor, maybe it’s possible?  Her thoughts disappeared as she heard the sound of Jorden’s voice, 
“Follow me”.  Mia’s thoughts piled up over each other: what is it?  It is like the movies?  What does it 
look like?  Will it work?  Maybe it’s a –.  Her thoughts were again interrupted as she saw a large 
object covered by a stained sheet.  “A Time Machine” Jorden said proudly, as if he’s won an award.  
Mia’s faith disappeared.  A time machine?  They never work!  I could be disintegrated or …  “It’ll work 
just fine!” Jorden said hopefully, turning to look at his device.  Mia quickly answered “did they come 
back?”  Jorden smiled guiltily. “Not yet, no, but they will someday!”  Mia doubtfully stepped 
forward; it hadn’t looked like she’d imagined it to.  It was a door, a doorway back in time?  Could it 
work?  She stepped in, she looked back at her uncle, whose face was paler than hers.  Before she 
knew it, her vision blurred.  She was dizzy, seriously dizzy.  She fell to the ground as everything went 
black. 

Mia woke up on the floor in her bedroom; she went back to the afternoon?  She quickly got up and 
rushed downstairs.  “Could you take Ruby for a walk Mia?”  Her mother said giving her the dog leash, 
just as she did earlier today.  Mia, with the knowledge of what would happen if she did, took the 
leash and stepped outside to the front garden.  She looked at Ruby, who was digging holes in the 
ground to hide the evidence of a stolen bone.  She’s alive!  Ruby’s alive!  Almost bursting into tears, 
Mia grabbed Ruby and put her inside.  All she could think of is thanking Jorden, would he believe 
her?  She could see Jorden’s small house from her front garden.  Her shoes squeaked again as she 
crossed the rose, she started walking faster as she remembered Ruby.  A flash of light pierced 
through the silent night. BANG!  There was no more light, there was no more Mia.  Everything was 
silent. 

  



A doorway into light and dark 
by Penelope Law 

Year 5 

 

I consider each step very carefully as I cross the moss covered rock. I note all the different species of 
plants scattered across the luscious green grass that covers the garden.  I must admit the garden is 
much nicer than our new house.  I find the garden quite pleasing rather than our dark, gloomy and 
depressing home.  I already know that most of my leisure time will be spent in the labyrinth of 
beautiful trees, flora and fauna in the garden.  Our backyard isn’t very big and it wasn’t long till I had 
explored the whole of our garden, but it wasn’t enough.  I wanted to see more. 

I ran up to the fence, which surrounds our property.  The fence has an opening; an opening into the 
great beyond.  Beyond the fence is filled with foxes, rabbits, trees that touch the sky, thousands of 
unique, beautiful, lush plants and a long narrow clearing that seemed like it could go on forever. 

I could feel the curiosity bubbling up inside me.  How I wanted to run, leap and bound down the long 
pathway until a dark blanket fell across the sky.  What lay behind that long clearing?  Mother had 
told me clearly to stay inside the fence but I could not resist! 

I ran towards the long, narrow clearing, passing the gap in the fence, feeling excitement all around 
me.  I pranced like a deer, I ran like a cheetah and hopped like a rabbit.  After running for quite some 
time I saw something.  Was it a door?  Why would there be a door standing in the middle of a forest?  
Apart from feeling confused, I felt angry.  Why had I run all this way just for an old door covered in 
moss and vines?  The sun is setting and Mother will be expecting me.  I look around for the long 
clearing.  Not only do I see one clearing but five different clearings.  Oh, no!  I’m lost.  Panic sets in.  I 
begin to run around looking for the pathway that looked like the one I had gone down but all of 
them looked the same. 

I scream in anger and I open the door that stands in the centre of the forest.  What I expected to see 
behind the door was not what I saw.  What I saw was my room.  My room back at my new house.  
The doorway in this beautiful place led to the dark gloomy home in which I will spend the rest of my 
childhood.  At first I am confused, but then I realise what makes this doorway so special.  The 
doorway in my dark gloomy home leads to this wonderful, joyful forest.  The frown on my face is 
replaced with a smile as I step inside the door, over to the other side.  I will now always have access 
to the beautiful forest, to play and explore even if I have to live in this new horrible house. 

  



 

 

 

 

Category 4:  Years 7-8 

 

 
Drawing by Heidi Ranschaeart in Year 8 

  



Dishwasher duty 
by Eleanor Henley 

Year 7 

 

Uh oh.  Not the dishwasher again.  Why me?  Why not my ‘darling’ sister Petunia or my ‘perfect’ 
mother?  They always think they are so responsible and divine.  But nooo it has to be me – poor 
innocent Danny.  All those dirty plates and cutlery freak me out.  I have to escape quickly. 

Plod plod plod.  My parents are marching down the hall like troopers, ready to torture me into 
dishwasher duty.  I skid out of the kitchen and down the hall into the bathroom.  I fumble with the 
lock. It’s jammed!  There is no escape.  I spin round and spot a tiny window above the toilet.  I don’t 
hesitate in springing up onto the toilet seat and thrusting myself out of it.  The world stops as I peer 
cautiously down.  It’s a long way.  If I happened to fall I might need crutches.  All the girls at school 
would suck up to me, I’d be MR popular …. BOOM the bathroom door is flung open and my parents 
storm in.  “Danny” they yell as they see my legs sticking out the window.  They make a grab for me 
but I’m too quick for them. I grab hold of the gutter above and swing myself onto the drainpipe.  
“Adios Amigos” I shout to them.  I look down.  Bad choice.  My stomach turns inside out and I 
instinctively grip the pipe so hard it hurts.  With sore hands I pull myself up the drainpipe and onto 
the roof.  My parents seem furious and I can hear them swearing and yelling below. 

Warily I crawl over the jagged roof tiles until I reach the top.  I look out over the town and feel like 
the king of the world.  No dishwasher duty can get me up here!  A faint crashing noise catches my 
attention.  I peer down.  Oh no.  Mum and dad have got a ladder.  I hop up and sprint to the edge of 
the roof.  I can hear mum and dad following.  I begin to run along the edge of the roof, the tiles 
digging painfully into my bare feet. 

I reach the section of the roof above the pool.  My parents are hot on my tail.  There is only one 
thing I can do.  I bend my knees and swing my arms preparing to jump.  I push off.  My parents 
scream.  I feel myself zooming through the air.  I feel the cold, chlorinated water against my skin.  
With hands outstretched I reach for the bottom.  It feels soft against my sore hands.  Arms and legs 
flailing I try desperately to swim up.  My head breaks the surface and I gasp a breath of cool evening 
air. 

As fast as I can I clamber out of the pool.  With wet, slippery feet I scurry towards the house and fling 
open the back door.  I tiptoe silently towards the laundry where I strip off my wet clothes.  In my 
underwear I sneak towards my bedroom where I can hide until this all blows over.  From the safety 
of my room I hear the back door open and my parents come through the doorway and up the 
corridor to my room.  There is no time to lose.  Still wet I wedge myself under my bed.  It stinks 
under here.  There is a whole ecosystem of dirty underwear, old apple cores and unidentifiable 
sludge. 

As mum and dad enter I try not to breathe too loudly.  They look around my room before sitting on 
my bed with a sigh.  The bed creaks and pushes on my chest.  “What are we going to do with him 
Craig?” I hear mum say.  I think she might be crying.  “He’s a problem child.” 

“I know” dad murmurs but I’m not listening anymore.  A huge spider has just appeared.  It is slowly 
making its way towards me, its fangs bared.  I scream at the top of my lungs but no sound comes 
out.  The spider slowly crawls onto my head.  I close my mouth and screw up my eyes.  I can feel its 
hairy legs on my skin.  It tickles.  I open my mouth to laugh and the spider crawls in.  My whole body 
goes numb.  I pull myself out from under the bed and my mum screams.  She screams even louder as 
I spit out the spider.  It lands on her face.  “Dishwasher duty” she growls.  “for 3 months”.  I groan.  
I’m in deep do-doo.  



Death’s story 
by Isabella Baker 

Year 8 

 

Fireworks burst in the night like splashes of paint on a black canvas as thousands of people danced 
their way through the streets.  The sound of drums and music filled my ears as the crowds 
celebrated Dia de los Muertos in Mexico City, Central America.  Around me, candles flickered in 
windows, glowing with memories.  Laughter run through the night as people remembered and 
celebrated their loved ones.  I weaved my way down an alley.  Suddenly, I heard a single shout and 
then silence.  A crowd had formed as I knelt beside a body on the footpath.  I looked into his eyes 
and he nodded, understanding it was his time.  His soul rose upwards and I gave it a gentle push into 
the night sky.  I am Santa Muerte, I am death.  I paused and heard the sound of church bells and 
hymns in the distance.  It was time to leave. 

A cold chill slapped me in the face as I entered a small church in Florence, Italy.  I chose a pew at the 
front of the church and sat down beside a family who were mourning the loss of their young son.  
The smell of damp wood and sadness hovered around me.  Grief, as thick as dust choked the room.  
Other family members had lined up in front of the coffin, their footsteps echoed loudly in the small 
church.  I stood up and walked to the end of the line and waited as each person said their final 
goodbyes.  When it was my turn, I stood over the coffin and looked into the young boy’s face.  I 
watched as his soul parted from his body.  ‘I know you don’t want to leave your family, but you must 
go’ I whispered.  Gently, I pushed his soul into the air and watched it fly into the distance.  I stepped 
outside, the grass beneath my feet dripped with dew, as though it was crying itself.  I am Morte, I am 
death.  A strong southerly wind waltzed with me as I made my way to a Buddhist family in China. 

The sun had melted into the horizon, bathing the houses and temples in a sublime rose gold.  Its rays 
brushed against rooftops, causing the city to glow a majestic pink.  The chanting of prayers and 
Buddhist Scriptures rang through the air as I made my way to a small wooden cottage overlooking a 
river.  A Buddhist family was preparing the dead body of their father, who had died only hours ago.  I 
entered the house to see family and friends chanting ‘parittas’ or magical words that will assist the 
body through the process of dying and re-birth.  I squeezed through the circle of people and lifted 
the soul from the father’s body.  ‘You’re going to be alright,’ I whispered, sending the soul high into 
the sky.  I am Sîwáng, I am death.  I travelled with the sun, playing hide and seek with the rain clouds 
on my way to Cape York, Australia. 

I glided along the Timor Sea, a jewel glistening in the moonlight.  The smell of eucalyptus trees 
guided me to a group of Aboriginal people standing above a dead body in a forest clearing.  Above 
me, a dazzling array of stars hung in the inky night sky.  I sat down on a nearby log and watched as 
the Aborigines painted in white and red began to dance. I had witnessed their dance for over 40 
thousand years, but their intricate movements still amazed me.  I watched in awe as the soul rose 
from the body and approached me.  ‘We know who you are,’ it said.  ‘Come and join us.’  I walked 
over to the circle and the dancers made room for me.  I knew the dance well and together we 
moved to the rhythmic beat of clapping sticks and chanting.  The music pulsed like a heartbeat 
through the Earth beneath me.  Creation spirits hovered outside the circle like phantoms in the 
night.  Above me, the moon shone brighter than it had for a long, long time.  I am Nortj, I am death. 

Amongst the crowds I laughed, within the church I mourned and under the stars I danced.  I stride 
across the world, a doorway between life and death.  You see me every day, by the bus stop, in the 
hospital or on the street, but you don’t recognise me.  For I am life, I am death and your soul will 
never die. 

  



The alone feeling 
by Lauren Holloway 

Year 8 

 

When you have no one cheering for you, it’s not a good feeling. 

I was at school, a normal day.  Then this pop club girl started walking towards me.  I admit, I was 
excited. 

“Hey Fran, you look pathetic today, Lol.” 

Not what I expected. 

Then.  She just walks off. 

That happened for a year, from at least twenty different people, they said a grand total of 3,523 
impolite things.  Yep I counted. 

Every. 

Single. 

One. 

I thought that the girl was just having a bad day, but apparently not and it seemed to be the new 
trend at my high school. 

I was getting bullied. 

Wrecked, my grades dropped dramatically from solid B’s to an average of C’s and D’s.   

I had been thrown way off. 

I’m not a very verbal person so I just kind of shrugged at every comment and didn’t tell anyone.  I 
didn’t have anyone to tell.  I was like one of those lone stars with no moons or anything around it.  
Or that’s what I thought.  I am also not a sociable person either, so only one or two ‘friends’ in my 
‘circle’. 

What do you do when you have no one, and can’t really say to your parents who think the best of 
you, ‘sorry I am a failure and every one can see it but you’.  I didn’t want to disappoint them even 
more. 

“Yo Fran!  U-G-L-Y, you ain’t got no alibi, you UGLY, ha ha, you UGLY!” 

Yay!  They made a chant, good on them.  

Remembering what I had done around a year ago, when I wished upon a star asking for people to 
notice me. 

This is not what I meant.  I meant like for the pop club to invite me to lunch or a nice guy to want to 
work with me on a project.  But this situation is not what I envisioned.  ‘Careful what you wish for’ 
came true. 

I didn’t have anything or anyone to take it out on so guess who I took it out on?  Me. 

Now I realise.  Not a good idea.  I could’ve told my parents who love me, or a teacher. 

NO. 

I had to go and abuse my precious body which now, I don’t know how I thought would solve 
anything.  Maybe subconsciously after only 15 and a half years, I thought I was done with this 
messed up society. 



I went to start at a new school in tenth grade, at my fresh new ‘Barrama Lake High School’. 

I finally decided to stop dealing with the stress, and just told my parents I need a new start, making 
up some unwise story they didn’t believe and I just ended up telling the truth.  Which was the most 
amazing thing that happened.  The immense weight was lifted off my shoulders and I felt like I could 
breathe again.  It was like a doorway just opened for my happiness to restart. 

I walk into the doorway of this new, nerve wracking school, and just replying in my head.  

Don’t get noticed. 

Don’t make eye contact. 

If you want to get noticed it will all be the same as last time. 

Come on Fran, act confident.  Act. 

I couldn’t be a confident person, not after last time.  So I walked at a hurried pace to find locker 102.  
Punch in the code, and stuff my books in.  Get out the map to school and … pfft. 

Someone takes the map out of my hand and starts to read it. 

“Oi!”  Trying to sound tough and automatically defending myself.  “Give that back, it’s mine.” 

“Calm down, I’m just helping to see where you need to go.” 

I bring myself to look at the face that spoke, only to see a petite red head girl around my age with a 
bright, broad smile. 

No signs of aggression.  Good start. 

“What’s your name?” Red questions. 

“Francesca, and you?” 

“Albany.” 

“Good fit, that suits you.” 

“Thanks.” 

This small talk went on longer than expected and I got a full tour of the school. I think all I needed 
was just one true friend who would stand by my side and back me up whenever. 

That’s what Albany did. 

True friends never let you go and never let you down. 

Every once in a while, you need to look at your side, not just the front.  To see who’s cheering for 
you, because there will always be at least one by your side. 

  



Whispers in the dark 
by Mandela Raj-Seppings 

Year 8 

 

There’s a monster in the house on the right.  Open the door, walk down the corridor, go down the 
stairs, and open the little red door.  That’s what Ida did. 

*** 

The door creaked open, and Ida peeked through the doorway.  This was her new beginning.  Finally, 
escaping the bullying for being ‘a lie-teller’, for believing stories, for being different.  Her mum’s new 
job meant escape.  Light from the hall spilled into the cellar, illuminating Ida’s auburn hair, swept 
back from a tired face, with a narrow, freckled nose and brown eyes.  She was squinting as she ran 
her hands over the wall, searching for a light switch, when a candle flame bloomed quietly in the 
dark.  Ida backed away, terrified. 

“Hey, it’s okay.  Don’t be scared”  called a voice. 

Ida stumbled away, terrified as she called out, “What are you doing here?” voice thin and reedy.  The 
light drew closer, revealing its owner.  A girl, about 14, the same age as Ida, with ebony hair and 
porcelain features.  Her green eyes were piercing, like cats’ eyes. 

“Oh, you’ve just moved in.  I’m Achlys.  I lived here before you.  Sometimes I sneak in and hang out.  
Why’d you move?” asked the girl, smiling pleasantly. 

“Mum’s job.” Ida mumbled.  What was this girl? 

“There’s more to you than that.” Achlys teased, eyes gleaming. 

“… I didn’t fit in.  People teased me for believing in the supernatural, magic and stories.  They didn’t 
believe me when I said I could see and hear things no one else could.  You’re the only one I’ve told 
all this, because you’re … different.”  Ida finished, staring at Achlys.  “Why’d I tell you all that?” Ida 
wondered. 

“I like stories too,” Achlys whispered, ignoring Ida’s question. 

“I could tell you one.  You do seem different.  Close the door.” 

There was something about the girl in the dark that seemed so alluring.  Achlys began to whisper 
softly: 

“Once, there was only darkness.  No one was scared; darkness was the only thing they knew.  It was 
familiar, comforting.  Until … 

One day there was light, a fire in the sky, a gift from Above.  And the people pulled down the ire, and 
shared it around until everyone had light.  But the lights carved the darkness into something new.  
Monsters.  Every night, darkness crept into the world, and monsters ruled.  And that was how it was, 
night after night.  Until … 

One day, there was a boy, one who believed, saw things no one else could.  He saw magic and the 
monsters that crept in the night.  One night, a monster sniffed him out, chased him down.  He 
stumbled through the woods, branches cutting at his face.  Monster and boy crashed through the 
bushes, and reached a clearing where the moon gleamed.  In the moonlight, the boy slew the 
monster, driving a branch through its heart.  When morning showed what he had done, the people of 
the town took him to the king, who gave him a silver sword and a golden crown, pronouncing him 
the first hero.” 

“He sounds like me,” whispered Ida, feeling trapped in a trance. 



“Yes,” Achlys replied.  “Like you.  And do you know where he slew the monster?” 

Ida’s throat was suddenly dry. 

“Here” she croaked.  Achlys’ eyes gleamed.  “Yes.  And it still lurks.” Ida stood suddenly, rancid fear 
fermenting in her throat. 

“Don’t worry.  It can’t come out.  We have the light.”  Ida sat down, uneasy. 

“How does the story end?” she asked tensely. 

A smile in the dark. 

“The boy, now a man, went to kill the ultimate monster, the first one that arose from the shadows, 
and lived in the heart of the mountain. 

The monster killed him in the heart of the mountain.  The monsters still creep and consume.  They 
always will.” 

Ida was aghast.  “That’s not how stories are supposed to work!” 

Achlys smiled, but there was an edge to it.  “Happy endings don’t exist, heroes have expiry dates.  
But there’s always light!”  she hissed, “Until there isn’t.”  Suddenly the candlelight was gone. 

Darkness. 

Ida leapt to her feet.  Where was the exit?  And Achlys?  What about the monster?  She heard water 
dripping, her heartbeat, claws on stone.  Cold breath caressed her neck.  “There is no light.  Only us.” 

The monster killed her in the cellar depths. 

*** 

We wait in the dark, with our stories, and the ones before you.  We will always be here.  Step 
through the door, I’ll tell you a story.  Don’t be afraid of the dark. 
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The downing of the king 
by Alexander MacRitchie 

Year 10 

 

Death.  Death walked the battlefield.  Nothing but Death.  Stealing like a thief in the night.  Standing 
on a hill, overviewing the carnage, I couldn’t believe how badly war can twist minds, destroy 
relationships and end lives. 

And all because of my accursed pride. 

The knights on horseback rode out to meet the enemy, their breastplates gleaming, their 
magnificent stallions snorting and pawing the ground, eager to gallop. 

They held banners aloft, and drew golden swords, rushed out, but were driven back by the vastly 
superior army, the black tide that drove them back. 

One of my advisors appeared by my side, a fat-bellied bishop with a bible clutched in one hand and a 
golden cross in the other. 

“Let me take a force around the side.  The oncoming attack is too powerful.  We need to outflank 
them.” 

I signalled my agreement and he rode off on his hopeless quest, his men at arms straggling behind 
him, hiding in his wake, praying to God for all they were worth. 

The black tide pulled them in and swallowed them up. 

How had it come to this?  Brothers in arms, driven aside?  Power.  Power over a kingdom spanning 
as far as the eye could see.  Ruling that would surely be magnificent?  I disagreed.  When our father 
died, he had divided the land between my twin and I.  I was happy with my share, and my people 
loved me dearly.  But my brother was different.  He rules the darkness, the creatures under stones 
and the things that slip through the night without notice.  He ruled with fear.  He disagreed with 
dividing his ‘beautiful’ land with me.  The territory between our two kingdoms was disputed land.  A 
council was called, to settle the matter once and for all.  My brother swept into the chamber, his 
retinue clanking behind him.  None of us had brought weapons.  We had come to the table 
unarmed.  His warriors drew swords, and my brother made his demands, his ragged black cloak 
swaying behind him like the wings of a gargantuan night bat.  They grew steadily more outrageous, 
but he spoke them like they were simply some sort of shopping list.  I could see his queen in his ear, 
whispering poisonous words, driving a wedge between us.  Finally, I could take no more.  My pride 
rose up within me, and I threw my gauntlet down on the oak table. 

“A challenge to you, then, brother!” I cried. 

“Take my kingdom, if you can!  Call forth your army and we’ll meet on the plain.” 

His eyes turned sour, and his lip curled. 

“Very well, then.  A week,” he said, and strode from the chamber. 

The rest of the council were shocked, but could do nothing about it.  The man pulled himself back to 
the doorway, his face flanked in shadow.  And so it turned to war. 

My foot soldiers, the ones most eager to fight for their homeland, leapt forward, but were knocked 
backwards.  My brother had so many more pieces in the game. 

And then the pudgy bishop appeared beside me again. 

“We’ve cleared a way in,” he said, dirt and flecks of blood invading the threshold of his chin. 

“Permission to kill the king, sir?” 



I thought for a moment.  Then decided. 

“Yes,” I said. “My permission to kill the king.” 

For a bishop, he was both surprisingly violent and highly strategic.  He grinned. 

“Can I have a horseman, Sir?” he enquired, and then stiffened.  He shook slightly, and then fell to the 
floor.  The king’s queen was standing over me, a grin on her face, with a bloodied sword.  I moved as 
if invisible hands were guiding me.  I fell backwards, letting mud claim me, and a horseman leapt to 
my defence.  There was a scream, and the queen fell. 

I drew a breath.  My brother was too dangerous, unhinged. 

Drawing my cloak around me, my mind seething with anger for this man that seemed to think that 
the world is a playing field, where he ruled all, stretching long arms over the planet like a crazed 
puppeteer.  I drew my sword, and held my other hand up.  A sweeping gesture. 

I ran at the black demon, my twin on the hill.  I shrieked “Now, men!” and the remaining heroes of 
my army flooded through the gap. 

The king became surrounded, paraded by angry hearts.  The sword was thrust.  He fell, twisted.   

“Checkmate!” cried an almighty voice from above, and the battle was won. 

 

[Author was playing chess with his father while brainstorming this.] 

  



The search 
by Bernadette Kelly 

Year 10 

 

Spider webs dangle lifelessly in the forgotten corners.  Edges of floral wallpaper have been eaten 
away by mould.  A thick layer of dust rests on an old vintage bookcase.  My hands fiddle with loose 
documents on the rough desk.  I stealthily rummage through drawers in search of a clue. 

The brass window locks clatter in the strong winds.  Long branches scrape across the thin hard glass 
like witches’ fingers.  The fragile windows suddenly burst open.  Tunnels of crisp winter air furiously 
invade the murky room, forcing untamed strands of hair to dance wildly over my face.  Tiny bumps 
cover my body as quickly as the wind arrives.  I have to act fast. 

I slither silently to the source of the commotion.  My shaking hands quickly pull the rusted handles 
together and ease the window locks back securely.  Immediately I hear a creak in the floorboards 
above me.  My chest halts mid-breath.  My muscles tense.  My eyes dart rapidly to find somewhere 
to hide.  I peer through the icy glass windows to the endless fall that would inevitably lead to my 
death were I to venture to jump.  Time for plan B. 

My mind scans through possible escapes.  I cautiously creep towards the door.  Distant noises grow 
louder.  My breaths quicken.  My ears prick, listening for my predator.  The door begins to slowly 
open.  I freeze.  A harsh light bursts through the opening, casting the shadow of a terrifying beast 
across the wall.  My heart races like a horse sprinting in its final straight of the Melbourne Cup.  I can 
feel my pulse pounding in my ears.  The figure takes a step forward.  Then another.  I shut my eyes 
so tightly, they begin to hurt.  Gradually, I ease one eye open after another.  But I don’t see anything.  
I carefully trace down the rim of the door until I reach a small creature.  Four legs with little paws.  
Tiny pointed ears.  A long furry tail. A kitten.  I’ve been fooled by a defenceless innocent kitten. 

My muscles soften, but only for a moment.  His owner can’t be long behind.  I need to stay focussed.  
I lurch towards the mahogany bookshelf.  I hunt desperately between the shelves.  A flicker of silver 
catches my eye.  I study the object and recognise its familiar shape filled with many pages.  But its 
metal spine sits oddly amongst the other tattered and stained encyclopaedias.  It’s almost as if it’s 
not even a book at all, like it’s disguising its purpose.  I observe its engaged title.  Entry. 

My mouth breaks into a wide grin.  I’ve found it. 

My hand steadily grips the hard book and gently pulls it out.  I wait.  The room is pervaded with 
silence.  My hope begins to fly away.  Somehow, I know it couldn’t be this simple. 

My chin sinks into my chest as salty tears line my cheeks.  But I recall how far I’ve come.  I gather my 
remaining strength and smear my tears away.  I study the book in my palms.  As I flip through its 
pages, a thin piece of paper slips out.  I retrieve it from the ground and examine the detailed 
drawing of a kitten, identical to the one that had frightened me. 

I feel a soft tail curl around my legs.  The kitten toddles away and I’m filled with the urge to follow it.  
It stops at the foot of another silver bound encyclopaedia. 

I hastily inspect its cover.  Along the bottom is the inscription, ‘I hope to see you again, my love.  In 
this universe … or another.’ 

I place my hand gently on the top of the book, hardly believing what I’ve read.  I start to lift my hand 
when the book begins to vibrate.  A bright blue light emanates from within it, oscillating up and 
down like a scanning machine. 

A robotic voice suddenly initiates, “access granted”. 



The floorboards shake as the bookcase separates down the centre, revealing bright multi-coloured 
movement of swirls in contrast against pitch black.  This is it.  A mixture of adrenaline and hope 
pumps through me.  I take a deep breath before entering the doorway into another universe.  

I’m coming for you, my love. 

 

  



My grandmother’s garden 
by Amy Layton 

Year 10 

 

At the bottom of my grandmother’s garden, there’s a doorway to another world.  I go through it 
every single time I go to my grandma’s, and she always hobbles along behind me, smiling at my 
excitement.  When I get in, I always take one minute just to stand there and smile, taking in the 
sounds of the birds or cicadas, the smell of flowers or rain, the sight of the green moss or burst of 
coloured fauna.  I love that doorway very much. 

At the bottom of my grandmother’s garden, there’s a clump of toadstools. I’ve seen fairies living in 
them, but I don’t think anyone else has (except my grandma – she’s pretty special).  When I go down 
to visit them they make the sun shine for me, so I can stay with them for hours, watching them play.  
I love that clump very much. 

At the bottom of my grandmother’s garden, there’s a big old tree.  It’s very good for climbing, and 
sometimes we get to have picnics underneath.  When I climb the tree I always try to reach the top, 
even though my mum tells me not to, but I can never quite get there.  Still, I can still see into the 
neighbour’s garden, and the one after that, and then the beach after that.  I love that tree very 
much. 

At the bottom of my grandmother’s garden, there’s a bush of flowers.  They’re so pretty to pick in 
summer, and I love to weave them through my hair.  My brother tries to pull them out, but my 
grandma’s always on my side to stop him.  When I go through the flowers I can never find one 
without a mark on it, yet they’re all perfect in their own way, my favourite flowers in the whole 
world.  I love that bush very much. 

At the bottom of my grandmother’s garden, there’s an old marble birdbath.  The water in it is always 
fresh and clean, and there are always birds perched around it trying to bathe.  When I watch the 
birds trying to fight for a place by the water I laugh, and as they scatter into the sky, I find myself 
wishing to be just like them.  I love that birdbath very much. 

At the bottom of my grandmother’s garden, there’s a wooden bench in the shade.  My grandmother 
sits down there with me, and tells me stories from when she was young.  When I listen to her talk I 
can see the glisten in her eyes, so I know she wishes a little she was back there, young and strong 
and not without my grandfather.  I love that bench very much. 

At the bottom of my grandmother’s garden, there are some words carved into a rock.  The rock read 
“Here lies Betsy Smith, who lived a long and beautiful life, full of love.”  When I sit down there and 
cry over my grandmother next to her grave, I think about how brilliant she was and how much I miss 
her, and about how much time we spent at the bottom of the garden. 

I love that garden very much. 

  



Life 
by Elizabeth Kelly 

Year 9 

 

Life means something different to everyone.  To me, Summer Dayes, I found out what life is, in a 
very interesting way. 

It happened one night, after a long day of going over and over my book at my studio.  I paused 
outside the front of my dark, lonely house.  I looked straight at my bright yellow front door (for good 
luck) and realised the doorway reminded me of new life, like a baby.  A baby person, calf, puppy, 
every type of baby.  Yellow represents clarity, happiness and purity.  Just like a newborn baby.  The 
first stage of life. 

When I opened the door and switched on the light, I was blinded for a second because I was home 
so late. 

Walking through my front door, I stepped into my long hallway.  I noticed, from the corner of my 
eye, shelves stacked with books.  From picture books all the way to classic books.  I laughed under 
my breath thinking about how all those books inspired me to be who I am today.  A writer.  Those 
books taught me to live big, give, help and love people.  My early childhood years were made up of 
my Mum reading to me every night until I was old enough to read myself. 

Then I heard the familiar bark of Blossom, my beautiful and happy Dalmatian, as I got to the end of 
my hallway. Well, not exactly beautiful and happy anymore, more like obnoxious and miserable but, 
despite that, I still love her. 

I got Blossom the day I was accepted into Sydney University.  I remember that I came home and saw 
the letter on the table.  I opened it and was thrilled to read “CONGRATULATIONS.  You are accepted 
into the University of Sydney”.  I immediately dropped the letter on the ground, ran to my Mum, half 
screaming, half crying, trying to explain what had happened.  All that came out of my mouth though, 
besides my saliva as, “ConnnnOMG!” and “Excepyayyyyyyy!!!!”  My Mum already knew though, not 
because she was sent an email or had already opened the letter.  She knew because she believed I 
could do it. She knew I would get in.  That day was a turning point in my life, especially when my 
Mum pulled out a box from beneath her work table, containing a then, beautiful and happy little 
puppy. 

I opened the back door and sat for a while, patting my chubby doggy and thought, my job and my 
dog are my life.  I didn’t mind, one bit actually.  I was only twenty-one and had the rest of my life to 
fall in love, get married, have children and maybe even climb a mountain or travel the world! 

I came back inside and looked to my kitchen, my relaxing place, the place I can dance around to 
Disney songs in my onesie with not a care in the world.  My dining room, the place where all my big 
decisions in life are made.  Lastly, I looked to my living room, my safe spot, the space where I do my 
writing. 

I looked down to the end of my hallway, picturing the end of my life.  I turned around and saw the 
bright yellow door.  I smiled.  “Nice seeing you, doorway, it’s been an awesome ride” I said to myself 
as I stepped into the kitchen and for a moment, out of the earth and back into my late mother’s 
arms. 

“Wow, I loved the ending Summer!  So inspirational!”  Peter Fields, the CEO of Penguin books, 
reports to me.  “Thank you, I wrote it for my mother” I beam.  “Life’s a journey, a ride, a story 
written by God.  Life’s a house with a kitchen, dining room, living room filled with educational things 
and love that will never die.  It is shorter than you think so live it to the fullest, like walking through a 
doorway to a new life each day, don’t you think?  
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Red woollen misconceptions 
by Bridget Hudson 

Year 11 

 

I am numb.  The shrieks from the small children bounding around like molecules in a heated solution 
cut through the air, and despite this joyous sound, I am numb.  My child will never be able to make 
that sound.  My hand instinctively move to caress my now flat stomach, a habit developed over the 
past six months as it grew.  I take the knitted red booties from my pocket and let them shelter my 
little fingers from the cutting wind that’s forcing the leaves from their home and to the ground of 
the park, where they lay forgotten. 

The cool metal of the needles soothes me as I sling the thin line of penetrating red wool over one in 
time to the movement of the other and repeat.  The echoing despair o the opening door rings off the 
walls; disrupting the periodic chink of the needles every half a second as Sean silently halts at the 
doorway of the bedroom.  His face is sullen as he views the empty tampon wrapper lying innocently 
on the dresser.  A world of unspoken condolences passes between us. 

“I’m so sorry baby.” 

“Maybe it just wasn’t right.” 

“It’ll happen, just give it time.” 

“We’ll see in another twenty eight days.” 

I place the emerging figure of a bootie next to me along with the needles and turn to face my 
husband, a wide smile falsely plastered on my face. 

“How about spaghetti for dinner?” 

It’s a façade we both know exists, the doorframe an invisible barricade between us.  I hate spaghetti. 

The see-saw teeters up and down while the gaggle of infants grope for the next monkey bar.  The 
blissfully unconcerned mothers sit on the bench next to me breastfeeding and swapping gossip, 
glancing at their children merely meters away every few minutes.  My heart longs to be included in 
their routine, however my routine is not every day.  It’s every twenty-eight or every half a second.  I 
watch in slow motion as a young boy runs to the bench adjacent to me and instinctively jumps into 
the arms of his protector, as tears trickle down his face in response to the red gash extending down 
his leg.  We both bleed, however his mother gets her child in her arms and I get mine taken away. 

I lay cocooned and lost in the mass of my crisp feather doona, my unseeing eyes laid to rest on the 
opposing wall.  Blank.  This was my lowest point yet, rivalled only by myself after 16 bouts of IVF.  
This, is what the doctor had been trying to avoid when he’d mercilessly removed me from any 
application list for future IVF treatments citing ‘risk of severe emotional reactions post treatment’.  
Even whilst I was drowning in the waves of hormonal side effects, I had never felt as lifeless as this 
moment.  The wall comes into focus.  Blank. 

My gaze falls to the young girl nestled at the base of the slide combing the tiny figurine in her arms.  
Her lips parted rhythmically as she spoke to the doll, tying the hair in a plait daintily as if a real child.  
It was like a cool wave washing over me to realise the simplicity of this child’s care.  No need to 
meticulously keep track of her ovulation cycle or of her diet or medication timetable, she was able to 
simply nurture because she so wished.  It had always seemed like the cruel trick of nature to impart 
me with maternal instincts and then deny me the right to mother. 

I go numb.  I am oblivious to the droplets sliding down my face until one lands on the screen of the 
pregnancy test, distorting the two blue lines that face me.  Finally. Finally, after 15 years, I am going 
to be a mother.  Trembling, I reach for the phone and dial Sean’s number, pressing the wrong keys 



three times before getting the correct sequence.  The familiar dial tone that was a constant through 
all my disappointments meets me under different pretences.  He answers on the second ring.  “It’s 
positive.” 

I grasp the vibrant red booties even tighter than before as I rise and begin to walk towards the group 
of now busy mothers, as they organise themselves and their children for the journey home.  My 
hand reaches to brush the elbow of a slightly flustered woman attempting to juggle her newborn in 
one arm, force the child’s blankets into the pram all the while luring her other reluctant daughter 
into her coat.  She stops to face me as my fingers brush the softness of the fur-lined jacket.   

“I’m sorry to bother you, but I’ve knitted a pair of booties and no longer have a need for them.  You 
might be able to find a home for them.”  I gesture to the crook of her arm where the tiny body has 
moulded itself to fit perfectly. 

“Oh, thank you so much.  That’s very generous of you.” 

She becomes more flustered at being put on the spot and grasps the pair of shoes I have held out to 
her.  With slight smile from the corner of my mouth, I turn to be the only person leaving the park 
alone. 

I move the soap over my now large stomach as I let the soothing water run over my back. I envisage 
me dropping my son or daughter off at pre-school, watching as they run excitedly down the path.  I 
think of them graduating high school, with Sean and I standing and applauding, being the proudest 
parents in the auditorium.  No matter whom they decide to become, I will love them unconditionally. 

With a thud the soap slips from my pruned fingers and slides next to my foot.  I lean down to retrieve 
it but as I do something catches my eye.  A line of vibrant red trails and extends down my leg 
resembling a line of wool.  I go numb. 

  



A civil war 
by Rebecca Barlow 

Year 11 

 

The civil war in our family occurred daily.  “All right Jordan, enough”; the low bite of my mother’s 
voice sliced the sweaty air.  Her reprimand wasn’t directed at me, but my younger brother.  My 
father snuck a quick glance at the both of them but didn’t slow his pace, not wanting to get involved, 
as he lead the almost military march down the dirt track ahead.  The ruined, rock path looked like 
something out of Google images, like a background for a motivational quote, or some clever 
advertisement. 

The scratchy straps of my backpack cut painfully into the sore, burnt patches of skin on my shoulder.  
Since midday, the sun seemed to burn through the layers of sunscreen I had applied and turn my 
skin into cooked meat.  The only thing I could be thankful for was my earlier decision to wear 
sneakers rather than sandals on my blistered feet. 

I scanned the track again and found that Jordan had overtaken my father in an angrier sort of march 
that I could only describe as a strut.  It looked almost girlish, his hips swinging lightly in defiance.  
“Stop sulking Jordan.”  My mother called out from the back of the pack, a slight breathlessness in her 
huff.  Being a plump woman, she carried on these hikes only through her determination, which in my 
experience was seemingly endless.  Jordan quickened his stride and began a light job, fuelled by a 
string of antagonistic comments from my mother.  Neither of them knew when to stop. 

As we reached the 6.5 mile sign hanging limply on a diagonal, Jordan was running, really running 
through the dust and further towards the lava tubes.  He wasn’t carrying any of the food and drink, 
making him must faster than the rest of us.  His dark brown hair bounced down a hill and out of 
vision.  I felt a jolt of worry course through me.  It looked as though the swirling dust that he left in 
his trail had swallowed him. 

“Someone has to go after him.”  We’d all stopped, dumping the recyclable bags by our feet.  Mother 
looked from my father to me several times, waiting for a volunteer.  “He’ll try to run all the way to 
the lava tubes.  You know how he is.”  I added.  I know, Jeremiah.” “He doesn’t even have any 
water.”  “What an idiot.”  An overall of comments flew from the three of us, as If discussion alone 
would stop Jordan from his constantly destructive behaviour. 

Dust was curling up in Jordan’s wake, making his silhouette indecipherable to us.  “Jeremiah, go on.  
We’ll go back for the park ranger; he can pick Jordan up in the truck.  Go after him and we’ll take 
your bags.  Just take some water.”  I’d been dragged into the war it seemed.  I backhanded a large fly 
swatting next to my ear and answered, “fine.”  Shrugging the backpack off felt good but I soon felt 
sweat gather itself along the length of my body.  Jogging, my weight was bearing down through my 
feet and aggravating the blisters that had already formed. 

A girl and her parents were walking in the direction of the park rangers’ hut, all staring at me 
quizzically.  “Have you seen a boy in a white shirt running this way?”  The girl stepped towards me 
and shook her head.  “You’re the only person we’ve seen since we had our picnic up the road …  
Your brother?”  I felt uncomfortable under the combined stares of the family and nodded.  It made 
me even more uncomfortable that not only had they not seen Jordan, but that no one else was even 
on the path.  Stupid idiot.  If Jordan hadn’t gotten so worked up, he would probably be furthering his 
ego right now by flirting with the girl in front of me.  “We can talk to the park ranger if you’re sure he 
went this way.”  The girl blinked molten brown eyes, eyes that matched the layers of volcanic rock 
on either side of the path.  She looked genuinely worried.  I suspected that that had something to do 
with the fact that she thought I was insane.  “Yeah I’m sure.  But I have to go after him now, thanks.”  
I willed myself away from the nurturing trio and broke back into the same painful jog, which burned 
the soles of my feet and cruelly tickled any sensitive skin. 



A mile into my run two thoughts crossed my mind:  the first was that I was thankful for my athletics 
training; and the second was that I remembered seeing the park ranger’s hut.  My photographic 
memory was useful on occasion and I could remember seeing the outline of the hut through the 
dusty air in brief periods between gusts of wind.  The car park behind it had been empty, save for 
our battered Holden Commodore.  Instead of cars, dust cyclones had filled the white-lined spaces. 

Dread seeped through me like poison curving its path through my blood vessels, quashing oxygen.  I 
remembered the doorway to the hut, swinging uselessly in the wind.  I had thought it funny then, as 
it looked like a sleeping creature gently breathing.  A handwritten note had been sticky taped onto 
the exterior of the hut.  What did it say, dammit?  I unconsciously slowed as I tried to zoom in on the 
words in my mind’s eye:  “Windy conditions deemed dangerous.  Park now closed.  Enter at own 
risk.”  I cringed, my flinch being the only movement in the near vicinity other than the wind.  The 
ranger would be long gone by now.  I could remember the wind stopping for a longer interval then, 
as I walked past the hut and through the gate.  A backwards glance had revealed the door settling 
into its place, eerily though, as if the sleeping creature had suddenly died in its sleep. 

The pathway curved inwards now and was difficult to run on.  I found myself walking on one side, on 
the flatter side over volcanic rock.  Every step was awful as I felt the nauseous sensation of falling, 
like standing on the edge of a balcony and imagining the railing isn’t there.  I cursed as my toes 
almost slipped through an unstable rock, a small crevice which volcanic steam was leaking out of. 

Pausing to look down at my aching feet, I saw him.  The wind blew hair into my open mouth but 
didn’t touch Jordan who was sheltered by volcanic rock.  He was lying still and looking back at me, 
wearing a shocked expressed that matched mine.  Except I was breathing hard and he wasn’t 
breathing at all. 

  



Journey to the past 
by Annelise Kerrison 

Year 11 

 

Horns blared as cars and bikes dangerously swerved, narrowly missing each other on the crowded 
Turkish street.  As far as the eye could see, people littered the street and road, weaving their way 
amongst the crowd.  Leilani sat in the back row of a rusted local bus with the blistering midday sun 
beating through the window, down on the left side of her face.  She squinted her eyes to look 
through the glass out to the chaotic city, and over the mountains to where she was headed. 

Reaching for her bag under her seat, she got out her wallet, revealing the only piece of home she 
had ever known.  A paper photograph.  It was small enough to fit into the palm of her hand, and was 
beginning to wear away at the edges, along with the ink slowly fading.  The photo depicted a small, 
red brick and mud structure, with a rusted corrugated tin roof.  A trail of littered plastic rubbish 
decorated the outside, accompanied by large birds scavenging through it.  In the right hand corner of 
the photo stood a little girl with long curly, knotted black hair, with dirt that tainted her face.  Her 
dull coloured clothes were torn and dirty and her eyes were downcast.  It was Leilani.  The photo 
had been taken on a day she remembered so clearly, by a strange woman who spoke a language 
unfamiliar to her.  A woman she now knew as her adopted mother. 

Leilani had always carried a sense of guilt around like a heavy suitcase, since that day when she was 
chosen nineteen years ago.  She was the one picked to have a better life.  To have parents, food and 
water, a home, and an education in America.  She often thought of the other children left at the 
orphanage that day.  How many would live their entire childhood in there.  That’s why she needed to 
return.  To discover her past and revisit her limited memories of the place.  She slipped the small 
photograph back into her wallet, and placed it back into her bag.  She was determined to find the 
orphanage amongst the thousands, where she came from all those years ago. 

As the bus drove further away from the city, it began to rattle as it struggled to climb up the steep, 
unsealed road.  Gravel crunched beneath the tires, occasionally flying up and hitting the windows.  
The buildings along the street became smaller, resembling little sheds.  Children wandered the 
streets like stray animals. 

Small droplets of water began to splatter on the windscreen, however there were no wipers to clear 
the glass.  Leilani leaned to her side and rested her head against the warm window, looking out at 
the grey clouds forming in the sky.  Her eyes followed the rain droplets racing down the window of 
the bus.  A sudden gust of unsettling wind swept through the open windows causing the entire bus 
to rattle.  The engine coughed and spluttered before the gentle hum of the bus ceased. 

The bus came to an abrupt halt on the top of the mountain, halfway between the city, and the 
slums.  The driver got out of his seat and turned to the passengers of the bus announcing something 
in what Leilani assumed to be Turkish.  Noticing her concern, a woman seated opposite Leilani 
nudged her and explained “There is a strong storm coming, we stay here until it passes,” in her 
limited English.   

“How long will that be?” Leilani questioned. 

But the woman did not reply. 

The sun began to disappear below the mountain as the rain and wind became stronger, rocking the 
bus.  Leilani slouched down into her seat and closed her eyes, anxious for the night ahead. 

Leilani peeled her eyes open and breathed in the cold morning air.  She shivered, wrapping her blue 
jacket around her body tighter.  Her back ached from restlessly sleeping on a metal bar protruding 
from inside the bus seat.  She sat herself up straight in the uncomfortable bus chair and rubbed her 



eyes.  Light poured into the frost covered bus doorway, landing on her bag, reminding her of the 
reason for her journey. 

She reached down for her bag and once again pulled out her wallet to study the small photograph 
which held so much meaning.  Disappointment of reality filled her mind as she came to terms with 
the almost impossible task of finding her home.  Time was quickly running out as her recollection of 
the place faded faster than the photo itself.  However, something caught her eye, something she had 
never noticed before.  Her heart raced as she discovered a sign on the roof of the building reading 
‘Yetimhane’. 

The sound of a child’s laughter from outside the bus distracted Leilani from her deep thought.  She 
turned her head to locate where the sound was coming from.  However, when doing so her eyes fell 
on a small shack not far from her.  It was the only building on the top of the mountain.  A young child 
was running around outside, chasing a bird, laughing.  The bird flew up onto the roof and perched on 
a small wooden sign reading the exact same as the photo. 

To Leilani’s disbelief, it was the orphanage. 

  



The messenger 
by Cameron Gain 

Year 11 

 

In the beginning sometimes I left messages on the streets.  “I am coming”, “Monty lives” and 
“Benn’s redeemer” were commonly etched into the dark walls of the even darker metropolis.  But 
messages can only go so far, sometimes a man must take a stand.  I am not the same person I was 
five years ago, living in the shadows, fearing for my life, my family, and Benn.  Poor Benn – my son.  I 
am the face of danger, shaped through pain and suffering.  Men have learnt to fear me, as I did 
before.  Fear is like a shadow; it follows everyone yet after a while one either gets used to it; forces 
oneself to forget about it; or they are consumed by it.  I used to be consumed by it. 

The Regora clan has that effect on people.  The Regora own everything in the city – its streets and its 
politics, and its businesses and schools and hospitals and police, and its people.  The Regora 
dominate the soul, heart and brain of Sydney.  If one does not accept them, then they are dealt with.  
The Regora always find a way to get what they want. 

I have studied the Regora for five years and I know the horrors they commit.  Back then I did not 
know.  I was stupid, and just like a coward, stupidity is severely punished in this world. 

The single florescent light bulb flickered sporadically in the small room.  With each flicker it simply 
brought back into focus the nightmare of what knelt in front of me.  The room was a prison – plain 
grey cement walls on all sides with a single chipped pine wood doorway that held a crude and 
intimidating iron door.  The icy darkness of winter seeped into the room, suffocating all with its 
tendrils of icy frost.  The lone hooded and kneeling figure coughed up some phlegm and spat it out 
onto the concrete floor.  The unmistakable stench of spilled blood filled the room. 

The hooded figure slowly raised his head. 

“You, after all these years, it is you who has finally found me.”  The kneeling figure whispered, 
sending chills down my back, his voice as cold as the cement walls.  “You, I thought you were dead 
Monty.  There were rumours of you and of the message you left, but I didn’t believe it … And now 
here you are, in the flesh …  You’re here to kill me …” 

Outside the room’s confines I heard the horrific orchestra of the city – cars screeched, dogs barked, 
people shouted and bells rang.  The light flickered and the lone hooded figure kneeling before me 
puffed.  The city’s symphony never seemed to pause, even through the cruellest of winters, or 
harshest of wars.  Sydney was a cockroach.  It hung onto life with all its breath and no one knew how 
it still lived. 

I swallowed noisily and growled.  “I have waited for this moment ever since that day.  The day you 
and your clan destroyed my life and plummeted me into the sewers.”  My anger pierced the black 
hood of the kneeling figure. 

“You turned me into a monster!”  I spat as I slithered towards the figure. 

“You have taken the people for slaves, but now revolution is in the air, and we are seeking our 
revenge!”  I raised my fist, struck the figure.  The heavy thump smashed into his cheek bone.  
“Speak!! … Speak!!” 

The city’s orchestra seemed to silence.  The only thing I heard was my ragged misty breathing. 

The figure spoke.  “I remember the moment I killed your wife.  The way she screamed as I unleashed 
her to the men and the way she wailed as I slipped my knife through the skinny slut’s throat.  I 
remember the moment I hanged your daughter from the bridge and how the crows feasted on her 



for days.  I remember the moment you died.  Yet, somehow you stand here.  Somehow you 
survived.”  The figure snarled, the darkness around his hood growing heavier. 

I clenched my fists but calmly spoke. “I am a messenger; the people own the streets now.  You’re 
going to regret not killing me too … Benn.” 

“That name means nothing to me,” Benn choked. 

I pulled the pistol from my pocket and held it against his head.  “I will make you suffer Benn.  After 
you the Regora will become a legend and your tyranny will end.”  I pushed the barrel harder into his 
skull – the skull of a killer; the skull of a murderer; a psychopath; a tyrant. 

The heavy gun trembled in my sweaty grip.  “Do it!”  Benn hissed, “you can’t kill your son.” 

“You’re not my son, you’re an animal!” 

BANG!!  The bullet splintered the floor. 

I couldn’t do it … 

Messages signal what’s to come.  I didn’t understand it at the time but revenge wasn’t my end goal.  
By not claiming my revenge on Benn I had redeemed him in my mind.  I had come full circle in my 
life.  My journey was complete.  Once you love someone you never stop.  One cannot fight hate with 
hate, just like shadows can’t drive out shadows. Only light can do that, only love can drive back hate. 

 

* * * * 


